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Seeking balance 
Changes to club week, social club function 
. policies gets mixed reactions from students 
LUKE HUMPHREY from the schedule completely; plan to enforce the no-breakfast 
student writer however, after concerns from social policy, and in lieu ofbreakfast, clubs 
club members, student life deans will now have scheduled dinner 
The Interclub Council ace) met adapted the rule to allow for an times in the evenings. 
Tuesday, March 26 to discuss new hour and a half ofWednesday night Abston said these changes are 
changes arid additions regarding activity, which must be spiritual or occurring because of constant 
club week and club functions. The devotional in nature. analysis. She said the deans are 
ICC, consisting of club presidents Clubs must also end their Friday always looking at what goes right for 
and vice presidents who meet on a night activities at curfew and may clubs and what needs improvement. 
weekly basis, met with Kara Abston, not sign out for an overnight stay. Abston said the club week changes 
assistant dean of students, for nearly In addition to these club week are also a result of feedback from 
two hours. changes, special attention will be faculty and club sponsors. 
The first change was to the emphasized in the following ways: Clubs are now allowed to 
induction ceremony process on no running excluding athletic events, leave the state for a function with 
Sunday nights of club wrek.Induction only 15 minutes of club activity permission obtained by the Office 
ceremonies must be held between allowed after All-Club Devotional of Student Life. In addition, each 
7 and 10 p.m. instead of lasting and no activities in the dark or rain. social club is now allowed four 
until curfew. While mandatory breakfast major functions per year instead 
Another change sought to participation had been previously of the previous three. 
eliminate Wednesday night activities discouraged, student life deans now "We have allotted for four major 
Fall housing offerings 
shift with enrolhnent 
CAROLINE LEA 
student writer 
Despite student speculation that 
entire floors of residences halls on 
campus are vacant this semester, 
Director of Residence Life Kathy 
• Allen said empty rooms ai:e-dispcrsed 
throughout campus donnitories and 
are a regular result of spring student 
retention and housing changes. 
Allen believes a season of low 
enrollment has led to these rumors 
regarding ~optiom. She said the 
enroilment flux: is,howeve.r,resporaible 
for a change in full privileged housing. 
Allen said privileged housing was 
designed to give upperclassmen the 
chance to experience a "realistic living 
experience" before they graduate. 
For the 2019-20 academic year, 
the number of privileged housing 
beds will decrease from 188 to 
175 for women and 156 to 140 for 
men, according to Vice President of 
Student Life and Dean of Students 
Zach Neal. 
"In terms of Legacy, there aren't 
that many fewer spots offi:red," Allen 
said. "It's not as big of a reduction as 
people are thinking considering it's 
less than a 10 percent difference." 
Neal said that while an entire 
Legacy building will be designated 
in the fall as rental property, not 
privileged housing, this does not 
"remove opportunities ofliving for 
students," it transfers the eligibility 
of thaf apartment space to qualifying 
graduate students, married couples, 
faculty and undergraduate students. 
Junior Bryla: Black. who currently 
lives in Legacy Park, applied to live 
there again for her senior year but 
said she will have to stay in Pryor 
instead. 
Allen said there are likely other 
students like Black whose credit hours 
do not meet the privileged housing 
minimum requirement and receive 
a spot in privileged housing because 
of a lighter demand. The following 
year, the student might not qualify 
for privileged 'hemi!ig if-they still-do -
not meet those requirements while 
demand increases. 
Allen said the housing office 
implements a "clean slate" policy, 
which resets each student's housing 
status each year. 
For eligible upcoming seniors 
who currently do not have a spot 
in privileged housing for the fall, 
Neal said women will likely move 
into Pryor, Shores or Searcy while 
men will move into Cone. 
"During a given year, because of 
the flexibility we have with property, 
there can be changes even all the w.iy 
into the summer,"Neal said. 
Allen said many students believe 
the misconc.eption that all of Legacy 
Park is designated to privileged 
housing when only 10 buildings are 
considered this semester to be dorm 
space; the remaining are delegated 
as rental property. 
Allen said that in previous years 
as enrollment peaked, privileged 
housing expanded to meet those 
needs. Allen also said that recent 
housing developments also drive 
students' decisions regarding housing. 
"In years past, girls would stay 
on campus [ despite having] tons and 
tons of hours," Allen said. "As the 
housing options have improved in 
the Harding community, more and 
more girls are choosing to not live 
in the dorms when they can." 
The Office ofResidence Life will 
contact people to let them know 
if privileged housing apartments 
become available. 
Freshman defender 
Donnell Bowes 
practices soccer with 
a child from the Searcy 
commlft1ity on April 3 
at the Stevens Soccer 
Complex. Bowes and 
other members of men 
m,ct women's soccer 
volunteered their ekllls 
for Bisons for Christ. 
Junior Hadley Beach 
and senior Jacie 
Park• complete 
yardwork at a Seacy 
home on April 3. 
Students volunteered 
their time throughout 
the community as part 
of the annual service 
~nity. 
functions, so we're giving students 
more time for more functions, " 
Abston said. "The function changes 
have been really positive, and many 
students have asked for those 
changes. " 
Senior Brendon Noyes, president 
of men's social club Gamma Sigma 
Phi, believes the club week changes 
could do more harm than good. 
He said changing the induction 
ceremony ending time and allowing 
functions to be out of state do not 
have much of an effect on the club, 
but restricting Wednesday evening 
and "preventing clubs from staying 
out overnight on Friday night 
actually have a large effect." 
SEE SOCIAL CLUBS, 
PAGE2A 
"They said that I could be on 
the waiting list," Black said . "I am 
definitely going to keep in touch 
over the summer to see if anyone 
has dropped out . .. . Right now, 
they put me in_ Pryor to ensure that 
I will definitely have a room for next 
semester." 
"If you have come in during your 
time slot, even if you are on the 
waiting list for somewhere, you have 
to trust the system," Allen said. "We 
do our best to get people as high on 
their wish list as they can." 
See page 38 for a list of Searcy volunteer opportunities to serve 
beyond Bisons for Christ ------
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Transfer credits become part of most student transcripts 
KALEB TURNER 
editor-in-chief 
JESSIE SMITH 
news editor 
• As summer approaches, some students prepare to finish 
final exams only to tum around and take a class or two during 
the l?reak. Transfer credits have become a common aspect of 
the college experience, so The Bison wanted to take a look at 
how transferring credits works, why students transfer credits 
and how this affects the university. 
Transferring Credits 101 
To begin the process, students fill out a Transfer Course 
courses or your hard courses that are for your major at the 
school that you're getting your degree from,"Bonham said. 
As a nutrition and dietetics pre-med major, Bonham enrolled 
in general education classes such as theater appreciation during 
the summers. She said liberal arts requirements broaden a 
student's knowledge base and add to the degree, but her major 
did not allow for many electives. 
"It's a liberal arts university, so I think the point is to get 
a wide variety in your learning," Bonham said. "The thing is, 
if you took them out, and you only did the requirements for 
your major, then I'm not sure it would be that much different 
from trade school." 
Long-lasting impact of transfer credits 
Pre-Approval form. Katy Stork, transfer records coordinator, While members of the Harding faculty and staff recognize 
then reviews whether or not a course from another university is · students' needs for transfer credits, many say the well-intentioned 
equivalent to the Harding counterpart. She compares syllabuses student might actually hurt themselves academically if an 
from the courses, and if she does not have transfer guidelines abundance of transfer credits are present on their transcript. 
for a class, Stork said she seeks approval from the departments. "We believe very strongly that these courses aren't just 
"We always recommend [ to J get things to us as soon as courses you should think about checking off in order to make 
you can," Stork said. sure you're fulfilling a degrec,"Engel said. "It's something you 
Provost Marty Spears said any dass from an accredited should invest in because it's going to enrich whatever you're 
university can potentially transfer to Harding as elective credit learning within your discipline." 
at the least, but the registrar works with department chairs and Ultimately, Sandlin and Engel said it comes down to 
deans to determine if one class is equal to another. students valuing the quality of their education and picturing 
Transferology and the Transfer Evaluation System from it as holistic as opposed to pieced and priced out. 
CollegeSource (TES) are resources accessed through the "Students are investing quite a bit of money in education, 
Harding registrar's website that list previous courses that have so you should expect to come away with good content, good 
been approved to transfer. While the course is not guaranteed knowledge, good skills," Engel said. 
for approval again, these resources are a good place to start, As a freshman in history classes, Sandlin said his education at 
according to Tod Martin, university registrar. Harding allowed him to learn in ways that might have not been 
On average, students transfer in nine hours of college credit possible had he pieced together his degree with outside credits. 
and three and _a half hours of exam credit, according to Dana "As a Christian liberal arts school, one of the things we 
Steil, director of institutional research. believe is that God's truth is suffused throughout the liberal 
•'The most common classes transferred in are those that arts," Sandlin said. "We study the history of the world to know 
are frequently offered in high school for dual enrollment or people who are made in God's image to learn about sin and 
AP credit," Steil said. "These are mostly English composition righteousness. We study English to think about beauty. and 
classes, some history credits and some math credits." the truth we see in novels in light of God's word." 
ASU-Beebe is a community college near Searcy where While transfer credits certainly offer appeal and flexibility 
many Harding students take SUf11IDer courses. The.Harding to students short-term, Sandlin said there is also a risk that 
registrar is in frequent communica~on with the ASU-Beebe students focusing certain credits elsewhere might impact 
registrar, according to Richard Counts, associate vice chancellor university reputation. 
of academics at ASU-Beebe. "You do, I think, hollow out your academic reputation 
"The broader the experiences of students in any given class, because you farmed out maybe 20 percent, sometimes, of your 
the more rich the educational value in my opinion, including student's education to someone else," Sandlin said. 
non-traditional, transfer and visiting students," Counts said. Sandlin added that students in the Honors College are often 
Why students transfer credits 
Stork, who said she rarely sees a transcript with zero transfer 
credits, said students often cite reasons such as wanting to 
graduate on time or to take some classes online to make time 
for a job. 
"The student who arrives on campus like I did in 1980 with 
a high school diploma and no college credit is the weirdo," 
Martin said. 
the ones more likely to bring in those credits from high school. 
"How can we say we're a liberal arts school when we're not 
actually teaching many of our students, especially our best 
students, the liberal arts here?" Sandlin said. 
On average, Honors College students, 31 percent of 
the undergraduate student body in spring 2019, transfer in 
approximately 10 hours of credit from outside institutions, 
and approximately seven hours are earned through high school 
advanced placement exam credit, according to Steil. 
Another reason to transfer in credits is to save money, Although there may be a devaluation of individual learning 
according to Martin, and Spears said grade repair can be another and long-term academic reputation at the university level, 
factor. Transfer credits are often liberal arts classes, according Sandlin said a larger issue is to blame. 
to Spears, especially in programs like nursing and engineering. "It's the larger economic system that tries to tum education 
Since the English department started keeping track ofhow into a product to be purchased from the lowest bidder, which 
many students take the English requirements, less than half is fundamentally a corruption of the system," Sandlin said. 
of students take English 111 at Harding, according to Terry "Market forces tum education into something it's not." 
Engel, chair of the English department. In observing students' Engel said students should be more open to seeing the full 
skills in writing, documentation and citation, Engel said the scope by which the cw:riruhJm 
English department noticed a tendency for lower quality of slcills is designed, and this can begin 
in students with transfer credits, particularly dual enrollment. with academic advising. 
SOCIAL CLUBS, from 1 A 
"We've designed our club week for the past 18 years to hC? 
a specific way that makes every day equally important to the 
message of the week and the message of the club, "Noyes said. 
"By taking these aspects away, it could potentially impact the 
amount of pride the new guys have after the week [is over] as 
well as the quality of relationships that usually form." 
Noyes said he believes club week is something everyone 
looks forward to every year, but that may fade if changes keep 
happening. 
"By taking key club aspects away and refusing to listen to 
what the majority of the students actually believe regarding 
what makes campus social life great, the administration very 
well could be hurting the ability to make real relationships 
happen here on campus,"Noyes said. 
Senior Emory Rockwell, president of women's social club 
Chi Omega Pi, said her club has a prayer walk and testimony 
on Wednesday evenings, and the new time restriction will keep 
them from fitting in both. 
"Having the new girls give her testimony of what the club 
has meant to her has always been important to hear,"Rockwell 
said. "To us, it is a culmination of the rest of the week. We get 
to hear about the week from different perspectives while getting 
to know the new members better." 
The function changes have fostered a positive attitude among 
club presidents, vice presidents and club members, but the club 
week changes are inciting different feelings. Rockwell said she 
was frustrated by these changes. 
"Being in multiple executive offices in Chi Omega Pi, I 
have always followed the rules very carefully; as a club, we have 
stuck to the rules," Rockwell said. "It almost feels like our club 
is being punished for something we did not do." 
Rockwell also fears these changes will have an effect on the 
future generation of students that join clubs. 
"As a whole, our club has encountered a problem with 
apathy among old members," Rockwell said. "I worry that 
future generations will not feel as close of a connection to the 
club because of the week being more 'restful. m 
Senior Logan Foshee, president of men's social club Lambda 
Chi Theta, said restricting Wednesday night of club week will 
hurt his club the most. He said Wednesday night is one of the 
most important nights of their club week. Lambda Chi Theta 
previously used the entirety ofWednesday night for a devotional 
that brings the club and inductees together. 
"That night involves some of my fondest memories at 
Harding because I feel like that's when [inductees] see they 
have a brotherhood that loves them," Foshee said. 
Foshee said club week is stressful for both inductees and 
non-inductees, but he believes that social clubs are worth the 
stress and the effort. 
"Looking back on my experiences with club ~I wouldn't 
change a thing," Foshee said. "I see that I have been a part of 
a special process that gives our club the privilege to welcome 
in new brothers. In my opinion, it's all worth it, and I loved it 
just the way it was." · - ' 
Neal said they will continue to focus on committing to 
service, being Christ-like and welcoming new members. 
"We strive to provide an incredible social experience while 
not distracting from academics, "Neal said. "With this balance 
in mind, every year we remind students of the focus and goals 
of the social club process, but every few years we make a special 
emphasis in order to maintain good communication." 
The new changes will be effective fall 2019. 
Photo by EMILY GRIFFIN 
Women's social club Ju Go Ju cheers during the 
All-Club Devotional on Oct. 23, 2018. As part of 
the changes to the Social Club Handbook, clubs 
can only schedule activities for 15 minutes after 
the devotional. · 
"Essentially, they're losing a year of practicing writing when "I think advising can and 
they' transfer in dual-enrollment credit," Engel said. "It just should be better, in a way that 
takes time to learn how to write." .f.iculty across the board should 
College is expensive, and Engel said he understands the try to advise their students to 
financial motive. However, he encourages students to think go into these classes with an 
about how these courses lead to well-rounded and educated · open mind', not an attitude 
Hey. do you get your hulth lnsur•nc• plan through 
Arkansas Works? 
students. that it's something you have 
"What you bring in from your education is going to 
determine what kind of worker you are, what kind of attitude 
you have," Engel said. 
Mac Sandlin, assistant professor of Bible and religion, said 
he has been able to gauge students' perceptions to fulfilling 
certain degree requirements, citing cost and rigor. 
"I don't know anyone who is going home during the summer 
and taking ~ that they perceive to be more difficult and 
transfer those credits in," Sandlin said. "They're taking classes 
at a university they perceive to be less rigorous and/or cheaper." 
He is quick to disclaim, however, that he believes it is often 
not even about the finances. 
''Ifit's cheaper but harder, people will just take it here," Sandlin 
said. "If you live [near] Yale, you're not taking English 201 at 
Yale in the summer and transferring it in when you return here. 
Even ifYale said they'd give it to you for free, it'd be too hard" 
Senior Cora Bonham took 20 credit hours during high 
school, and once she went to college, she took one or two classes 
through a community college every summer. 
to get out of the way but to 
explore it and see what you 
can get out ofit," Engel said 
Sandlin believes that this 
remedyawbegim byfua.isingon 
what he described as "excellence 
at the grassroots level." 
"We need our general 
education classes to be our 
best classes that we teach, 
and if we're doing that with 
real-deal excellence, it will be 
easier to talk people into it," 
Sandlin said. 
Sandlin, a member of the 
liberal arts committee, said the 
committee is also exploring 
optmfur~lv.v ~ 
structures and examines its 
liberal arts courses to be of 
_ . • Arkansas 
..._ , BlueCross BlueShield ____ ,_-'-_ .... __
You m y need to report your work and community 
ngagem nt hours to keep your insurance. 
Full--ttme students sa-t• nporttng enmpt.ionfw 
~ momt\$ w ~CCNnt twpart-tlme students 
~""' tM~t. ~ 
Arkansas 
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from 7 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
"It makes it a little bit easier on my load during the actual 
semesters because I think it's better to take your hard science the most benefit to students. L.__.:c,___,,=~ 
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On-Campus 
Like most people on campus,! am always looking for ways to save money. Coming 
up on junior year, I was sure that living off 
campus in approved housing was the way to 
go. When I moved into our little apartment 
in August, I was optimistic and excited, but 
I quickly discovere9 off-campus is not my 
cup of tea. 
I would like to consider myself a people 
person. I really thrive in situations when I am 
surrounded by people, and while living off 
campus, I did not get that. 
From the first week on, I found myself 
spending a lot of time home because I did not 
want to take the time (and gas) to go back and 
forth from campus for small things like lunch 
or to grab something I had forgotten, so I was 
basically living out of my car and spending little 
to no time at my house. Any time I got out of 
class early and decided to go home, I ended 
up eating dinner alone, working on homework 
alone and studying alone. I had one roommate. 
Not only were our schedules very different, but 
in working 30 to 35 hours a week, she was not 
home a lot either. 
In the time I spent working on things alone, 
I was hesitant to come back to campus unless 
I was going to spend multiple hours there, 
warranting the gas it took in the commute. I 
know that such a short distance is not that big 
of a deal, but as a junior with no job who was 
paying rent straight from her savings account, 
every trip back and forth took away from my 
plan to make my full tank last all semester. 
In the time when I decided the event did 
not warrant the trip, the classic "FOMO," or 
feat of missing out, began to hit me hard, and 
I started working on somewhere to live back 
on campus for the spring semester. 
For some people, alone time and a space 
away from campus creates a safe haven that 
can be a great relief from the stresses of being 
a student. For me, not only did I watch the 
nwnbers in my bank account slowly dwindle, 
but I also spent far too much time eating, 
working and watching Netfiix alone, which 
made for a pretty dreary semester that drove 
me back to the security and socw setting that 
is a dorm hall suite with some of my favorite 
friends. Shout out to Braelyn and Alexandra. 
ASHTON CASTLE is a guest writer 
for The Bison. She may be con-
tacted at acastle@hardlng.edu. 
('Opposing Views: Where to live? 
As living arrangements are made for the coming year, a 
big question for many is whether to live on or off campu~ 
Off-Catnpus 
A s someone who has lived in dorms, 
~egacy apartments, an off-campus 
apartment and an off-campus house over the 
past four years, I like to consider myself well-
versed in the various forms of housing that 
Harding and Searcy offers. 
While dorm life was definitely entertaining 
and convenient, I am 100 percent an advocate 
for living off-campus. Off-campus housing 
provides students with fu:edom. This fu:edom 
doesn't entail breaking every single rule there 
ever was and going crazy; but it simply gives 
students freedom to live like adults and make 
their own decisions. 
Living off-campus frees)Oll from the restraints 
of curfew, RA'.s checking on you every night, 
randomly assigned roommates/suitemates, 
going home for a weekend without worrying 
about whether or not you signed out, midnight 
fire alarms and - most importantly~ health 
and safety checks that you never seem to get 
a break from. 
You get to choose the nwnber of people 
you want to live with rather than the standard 
"fuur-to-a-suite" rule. I live with two others girls; 
we each get our own room, and rent is cheaper 
than when I lived in Legacy. Depending on 
where you live, you can easily reduce the cost 
of your housing by moving off-campus. 
One of my favorite things about living 
off-campus is that there are no health and 
safety checks. My roommates and I keep our 
apartment clean and organized almost all the 
Timothy Holloway @tj_hollow • Mar 27 
time; and we don't have to have check-ups every 
other week to make sure the space is clean. 
The commute to classes really isn't that 
bad, and it's honestly nice to get a break from 
campus. If you don't want to drive every day, 
you can find places to live that are within 
walking-distance from campus. 
One of the biggest concerns I've heard with 
living off campus is that people don't want to 
disappear or miss out on anything, but I believe 
that this is completely avoidable. While it's easy 
to move off campus and become a hermit and 
never see anyone ever again, it's just as easy to 
make sure you're still active on campus and 
doing things with friends. 
To put it simply: if you don't want to 
"disappear," then don't be lame and stay in your 
apartment/house all the time watching Netfiix. 
MALLORY HARRISON is a guest 
writer for The Bison. She may be 
contacl8datm:..11scM1otwdng.edu. 
I thought those post cards for 'donors' were talking about organ donors. I 
just thanked Harding financial donors for saving lives. · 
staff 
How is your day going? 
0 5 
-
Catie @stacy_catie • Mar 28 
When is Harding going to get DolJy Parton as an ASI speaker 
0 6 
Hannah Ceraso @Hannah_ Ceraso • Mar 20 
My professor brought his grandkids in today rangin-g from ages-5-8 and 
when they walked in I said "Wow freshmen are looking younger and 
younger these days" and NO ONE LAUGHED , 
Q 3 1 0 
Kaleb Turner Emily Nicks Emily Griffin 
V 
Anna Little 
Shifting 
-Focus 
Chill out about 
tomorrow 
'l JI( Tith Spring Sing only a few weeks 
V V away, my family is starting to make 
plans for their third-annual trip to come 
watch the Thursday night performance. Even 
though they're never able to stay longer than 
24 hours during the hectic weekend, I always 
look forward to spending a few hours with 
them at the beginning of Easter weekend. 
This year, my sister's best friend may be 
tagging along so she can check out Harding 
a bit. Apparently, Avery's friend is feeling 
pretty stressed about the future; she can't 
figure out what school she wants to attend 
or major she wants to pursue. We've all 
been there and felt that. It's sounds pretty 
normal, right? 
The only thing concerning to me is the 
fact that both my sister and her friend are 
freshmen in high school. 
Apparently, being freaked out over college 
at age 15 is not abnormal anymore. I know 
someone from home who sent out multiple 
college applications by December of his 
sophomore year. Those who lead campus 
tours here at Harding will even tell you it's 
not unheard of-for high school freshmen to 
be in the group. 
While I don't think there's anything 
wrong with looking toward the future, I do 
think there is danger in obsessing over plans 
years in advance. 
As of now, I'm still not entirely sure what 
I'm doing this summer; I'm unsure as to what 
state I'll even be living in. Is this terrifying, 
overwhelming and stressful? Yes.100 percent, 
yes. And should I be searching for an answer 
to where I'll be living and what I'll be doing 
one month from now? Again, the answer is 
a resounding yes. 
However, fear of the future should not 
overtake all my waking thoughts_ If I go 
through these next weeks only dwelling on 
my plans for the summer, think of what I'd 
be missing out on. I wouldn't be fully e~ 
in the weekly Stu dinners with my friends. I . 
wouldn't be P.motionally available for a friend 
in need. I ~dn't be dedicated to the work 
I've committed to do. 
I would be absent. 
Let's follow this hypothetical scenario and 
fast-forward to the summer. Ifl continue to 
let thoughts of the future rule my life, I'll 
be missing out on experiences then, too. If 
I am at an internship only stressing over the 
upcoming senior year and plans for graduation, 
I might as well have not accepted the position. 
Like I said, planning for the future can 
be good and responsible. Stressing over it, 
however, can be detrimental. 
We love to obsess over the past; we are 
prone to plan meticulously for the future. 
Why can't we focus - even for a moment 
- on the present? 
Why does it feel like every time has 
significance, except for the current moment? 
We're not promised a carefree life. Each 
day ·we live will bring fears, worries and 
doubts. However, we're not doing ourselves 
any favors by adding to each day's worries 
the stresses of years to follow. I don't know 
about you, but I don't think I can handle any 
additional stress. 
As we reach the end of the academic year 
~nd begin looking to things ahead, there's 
nothing wrong with planning for the summer, 
the next year or even post-grad life. As you 
plan, however, try not to be obsessive; each 
day has enough troubles of its own. Let's 
not add to.them. 
EMILY NICKS is the opinions editor 
for The Bison. She may be contacted 
at enicksOharding.edu. 
Twitter: emilyk_nlcks 
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AnOde 
to_Nancy 
The future 
is paid 
Last week, I was sitting in my favorite chair at my favorite table at my &vorite 
corner ofKibo Midnight Oil Coffeehouse. It 
was a Thursday afternoon, which is my favorite 
afternoon of the week. 
On Thursday afternoons at Midnight Oil, 
I dedicate a couple of hours to catching up 
on my favorite news and newsletters. It's the 
afternoon after we submit the newspaper to 
the printer, so the few hours I spend there 
often end up being a rejuvenation. 
I'm recharged with caffeine, friendship 
and the world's news in just a couple of hours. 
I was most encapsulated last week by "The 
Future of Everything," a newsletter from 
The Wall Street Journal that covers all of the 
latest trends and news in technology. The 
lead story from last week was about San TO, a 
confessional robot - just one of many robots 
that religious institutions are implementing, 
along with artificial intelligence, to offer 
empathy to the faithful. 
As I was busy\roflderingwhatwould happen 
to a robot if someone spilled communion juice 
on its hardware, a friend approached my table. 
He, too, was intrigued by the article's claim 
that the future of religion might be digital, 
robotic, mechanic and intuitive, and while 
neither of us was too convinced that this 
fate would shake out, he was intrigued, even 
more, by something that caught me off guard. 
He was intrigued that I was paying for 
my news. 
I subscribe to four news sites: The Daily 
Citizen, which services my immediate 
community; The Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, 
which services my state-wide news needs; 
and The Wall Street Journal and The New 
York Times, which offer me national and 
international news, along •,nth a wide array 
of specialized topics - like church robots. 
My friend.was shocked that I'd be willing 
to fork over money each month to online news 
services when I could simply open the Twitter 
app on my phone and find my news there or 
turn on the television and listen to the talking 
heads deliver me what they think is news. 
Here's the catch: those news sources are 
appealing to the masses. Because they're 
appealing to the masses, dley're putting out 
content that will get the clicks, the reads and 
the shares. 
When! HM:Strmncyinmyml,ioo:pmdent 
newspaperand<mble,~ 
I invest my money in knowledge. 
By charging subscribers for content, news 
organizations are no longer forced to rely on 
the flashiest clickbait or the most alarming 
headline. Instead, these news organizations can 
take an approach to their news that employs 
traditional news values and objectivity. 
More so, when I subscribe to these news 
organizations, I get to be selective about 
the news I receive, too. Did you know that 
The Wall Street Journal has more than 30 
different specialized newsletters that you can 
subscribe to? 
1his means that)OU can have curatr.d content 
on your favorite topics delivered directly to 
your inbox; topics like markets, technology, 
real estate, Hollywood, religion and an array 
of other topics, even robot ushers. 
When you invest in anything, you're almost 
always going to get a higher-quality service 
or product in return. You pay for Spotify 
be<;:ause you want to get rid of the pesky ads. 
You pay for Netflix because you want a wider 
array of movies and TV shows. You pay for 
news because you want the most professional, 
specialized news in the field. 
The future of the church might be robotic. 
I sure hope it's not, but I certainly do hope 
that people understand that the future of news 
is paid. You can't afford to not pay for your 
news in an age when blind ignorance is the 
lousiest excuse for the complacency. 
KALEB TURNER is the editor-in-chief 
for The Bison. He may be contacted 
at ktu~harding.edu. 
Twitter: kalebaturner 
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April showers 
The old saying goes "April showers bring May flowers," meaning that after a 
time of discomfort a period of goodwill will 
follow. But right now it's not just raining -
it's pouring. All of the projects and things that 
I have put off are about to be due, and I am 
barely staying afloat. 
You know that defeated feeling when you 
step in a puddle and your socks and shoes get 
all wet and then you have to walk around with 
cold feet that make squishy noises every time 
you step?That's about where I was a week ago 
and where I thought I was going to be for the 
whole month of April 
As I WJ.5 basking in the glowof procrastination, 
a mild panic came over me from realizing how 
soon deadlines were approaching. With one 
month left of school and more projects than 
I care to think about, my senioritis has gotten 
progressively worse. April snuck up on me like 
h t?.'j . do 
a rainstorm on a sunny day. I'm caught outside 
with no jacket or umbrella and responsibilities 
are flooding in from every direction. 
Thinking back, I probably should not have 
spent so many weekends watching movies or 
going to Little Rock, but hindsight is always 
20/20. Stress, like the rain of April, is rapidly 
taking over my life, slow at first, then it falls 
into a sudden downpour. If only I could sing a 
silly song to hold back the reservoir of anxiety 
like I can with the rain. "Tests, tests, go away 
come again another day" or never; that would 
be good too. 
This last month of presentations, projects, 
tests and finals is going to be interesting to say 
the least. While I am still fairly overwhelmed 
and grossly unprepared for April, it is here 
nonetheless, and as I see it, I have two options. 
I can· either do nothing and stay outside in the 
pouring rain or I can grab an umbrella. 
Being a persistent procrastinator for most of 
my life, I am not typicall,v good at changing up 
my entire routine and motivating myself at the 
spur of the moment. However, there are a few 
things that really do make a world of difference 
for me: number one being a clean room. Tidying 
the things around you can actually help you get 
in the mindset to organize and start the things 
you do not necessarily want to do. 
Another thing that helps me is having a 
separate place to study and work.If I try to work 
on a paper in the same place that I just spent 
an hour watching random You Tube videos,l'm 
just going to wind up watching more videos 
Illustration by JOHN DAVID STEWART 
than actually working on my paper. For me, I 
like working at the kitchen table or standing 
at my bed, but sometimes you just have to 
leave your room altogether. Go out and find 
your little space where you can just focus and 
get things done. 
I'm the kind of person who has at least 10 
alarms to wake me up in the morning. I pretty 
much ignore the first five and struggle to get 
out the door by the time the last one goes off, 
telling me I'm late for chapel. .. again. Usually 
my alarm sound is the beeps that Apple has 
as a default, annoying yet fairly easy to ignore, 
but now all of my alarms are set to play "Can't 
Stop the Feeling!"by Justin Timberlake. This 
is one of my favorites and always puts me in a 
good mood. How your morning goes can have 
an impact on your whole day, so why not start 
it off on a good note? 
Although April is going to be extremely busy 
and most likely the cause of many breakdowns, 
I know that there is a dim light at the end of 
a not-so-long tunnel. Similar to the April 
- showers saying, I have heard "Everyone wants 
happiness, no one wants pain, but you can't have 
a rainbow without a little rain." 
No matter how this month turns out,for me, 
April won't rain on my parade. It'll just water 
the flowers for my celebratory float. 
HANNAH READ is a student writer 
· ·for The Bison. She may be contact-
ed at hread@harcling.edu. 
Wliai s Your Opil1i6n? 
Contact Emily Nicks at enicks@harding.edu to voic_e your thoughts and opinions. 
Just the Clax 
Chattanooga Poo-Poo 
Over the years I've picked up a lot of business cards. Many are from 
antique dealers - since that's the hobby I 
was raised on - helping my parents with 
their booth at a monthly show in Atlanta. 
My favorite came from a guy named Al, 
who sold his wares across from us for a 
few years. A long-haired character from 
Cincinnati, he carried the oddest assortment 
of vintage merchandise. While my mother 
would be meticulously setting out Japanese 
porcelain on a spotless tablecloth, Al piled 
stuff on the floor - rusted sewing machines, 
old lobster crates, beauty salon hair-dryers, 
bicycle wheels, a coffin. 
The typical dealer's business card would 
say, "I buy old books" or "I buy costume 
jewelry." Besides his name, Al's card had 
only one word: "Things." There could be no 
more succinct description of his inventory. 
And every item had a story. Whether that 
yarn was true or not was always anybody's 
guess. With his loud voice and even louder 
Hawaiian shirts, Al often seemed a cross 
between a surfer and a carnival pitchman. 
Mother tried to smooth out his rough edges, 
once even forcing him to sit still while she 
trimmed his unruly beard. 
I lost track of Al when we stopped selling 
at shows, but I recently stumbled across a 
short online video profiling his latest venture. 
He's still sporting flashy shirts and peddling 
stuff at antique fairs, but now he's into 
sculpture. H e takes vintage metal items and 
turns them into unique art objects. Some of 
it is functional furniture; other pieces can 
be placed in the front yard to antagonize 
the neighbors. Al's voice is softer and his 
beard whiter than I remember, but the old 
huckster's logo hasn't changed: "Things." 
If Al's laid-back fashion sense was one 
ichael Claxton 
extreme at the antique market, I saw the 
other at an ill-fated show in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee. While we seldom traveled for 
exhibitions, every once and a while my 
folks and I took a chance, and when word 
got out that a couple ofbrothers were going 
to promote a new show in the home town 
of the legendary "Choo-Choo" train, we 
were game. 
Heading out of town to sell for a weekend 
obviously adds a lot of overhead expenses 
that aren't there for local shows: gas, hotel 
rooms, eating out. But there is also the 
opportunity to hawk your wares to a new 
customer base, so we looked forward to the 
challenge. 
The venue was eno~ous. It looked like 
an abandoned Walman, with enough square 
footage to put the parking lot inside. But 
as the dealers came in for set-up day, we 
realized that the show was only about 10 
percent full. The promoters had only booked 
enough exhibitors to fill three or four aisles. 
We were still optimistic, though. A shortage 
of competition could turn into a bonanza of 
sales. We even sold a few items on set-up day. 
After which point the show went straight 
downhill. We knew something was wrong 
when we saw the spectacle of opening day. 
As we headed in from the parking lot, a 
black limousine drove up in front of the main 
entrance. The two promoters stepped out, 
wearing - I'm not kidding- top hats and 
black tuxedos. Now, it's one thing to picture 
a suave, elegant man in a tux. It's another 
thing to picture your uncle Charlie in white 
gloves and tails. These men were not made 
for evening wear. 
~ they waddled through all the grand-
opening balloons and streamers, each pulled 
out a wad of cash, ready to make change for 
· all the customers lined up to buy tickets. 
. All 12 of them. 
That's right. Only a dozen people were 
waiting in line to get in. And the crowd 
did not get much better during the entire 
weekend. In retrospect, all that fanfare was 
overkill. The dealers sold virtually nothing. 
At one point on Saturday, I could have rolled 
a bowling ball down the aisle and not hit a 
single member of the public, though I might 
have taken out a table of D epression glass. 
I don't know what was more pitiful - the 
disappointed vendors milling around in each 
other's booths, or the two Marx Brothers, 
clomping around in their penguin suits, 
wondering what went wrong. 
It was obvious what went wrong. All the 
promotional budget went to the limo, tuxedo 
rental and balloons. Nothing was spent on 
advertising. No one in Chattanooga knew 
we were there. All these treasures waiting 
to be had, and hardly a customer in sight. 
It's a shame Al wasn't there. H e would 
have heckled the whole opening-day fiasco. 
After the show closed early, my parents and 
I headed back to Atlanta, sadder but wiser. 
Wiser about researching our show destinations 
ahead of time, and sadder about not having 
brought our top hats for the funeral. 
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest 
writer for The Bison. He can be 
contacted at mclaxto1@harding.edu. 
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AAFailure? 
Like the blink of an eye, it came 
and it went. It was a vapor in the 
wind, a shooting star. Before you 
had the chance to appreciate it, it 
was gone. 
On Tuesday, the Alliance of 
American Football (MF) formally 
announced it would be immediately 
suspending all football operations. 
The league was eight weeks into 
its 10-week season. At this time, it 
appears unlikely the league will ever 
start up again. 
As a self-proclaimed life-long 
Memphis Express fan, I was broken 
up when I heard the.league had fuJded. 
However, while its time was short, 
the AAF's impact on the world of 
football can already be seen in the 
National Football League (NFL). 
In March, the NFL announced 
it was considering adding another 
official to each field crew, much like 
the AAF did this season. The new 
sky judge would be responsible for 
reviewing egregious officiating errors 
and overturning them from a replay 
booth. The official would serve a role 
similar to Video Assistant Referee 
(VAR) in soccer. 
The presence of the sky judge 
would help remedy calls like the 
missed pass interference call in this 
year's NFC Championship Game. 
In the short AAF season, the sky 
judge made several calls officials 
had missed on the field, including 
a penalty for targeting a defenseless 
receiver late in a close game. 
One area in which the AAF has 
found success is its transparency. All 
communication between the sky judge 
and referee is recorded and streamed 
on-the broadcast. The referees can 
no longer_ hide their decisions from 
the viewer and fan. 
The AAF offered great access 
to the players, coaches and officials. 
They employed an "open mic" policy, 
allowing fans to hear the back-and-
forth chatter between the players. The 
results were golden: Orlando Apollos 
Head Coach Steve Spurrier was 
caught saying to his quarterback, "tell 
[the receiver] to catch it this time." 
Apollos quarterback Garrett 
Gilbert was caught in a fiery tirade 
with officials over a holding call. In 
the last game of the season, Express 
quarterback Johnny Manzie! was 
caught trash talking an entire defense, 
even though he was only in the_ game 
for a few plays. 
The access granted by the AAF 
could translate to the NFL as well. 
When the first iteration of the XFL 
was formed in 2001,ii: offered sideline 
reporting, cable cam and post-game 
locker room interviews, all of which 
have become regular staples in the 
NFL. It would not be surprising to 
see the NFL increase fan access to 
players once more, especially in light 
of how successful it was in the AAF. 
The short-lived league also 
had short-lived games. One major 
CX>ffi?3int about the NFL is the length 
of games, which typically last three 
to four hours. The AAF, by contrast, 
cut the number of commercial breaks 
and reduced the average length of 
games to two-and-a-half hours. 
The AAF's new-look, limited 
commercial league may not catch 
on with the NFL, particularly given 
that the AAF is being forced to shut 
down because they have run out of 
funding, which could have been 
raised through more advertising. 
~ere is still a sliver of hope left 
for a second AAF season. Executives 
are holding out hope the league can 
partner with the NFL to allow NFL 
practice-squad players to compete in 
the league. If the deal goes through 
with the NFL Players' Association, 
the impacts of the Alliance may be 
felt even more. 
JACK ALLEN is the head 
sports editor for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
jallen 1 o@hardlng.edu. 
Harding to honor former head baseball coach 
WILLALLEN 
student writer 
Johnson's success as coach translated to 
many wins, but his legacy runs deeper than 
just numbers. 
had was important for a young college student 
to see and helped me understand what life is 
all about," McGaha said. "It's not about this 
game, it's not about if we win or lose, but it's 
about our commitment to the Lord and the 
commitment to our families, and that's what 
Coach Johnson showed us every day." 
On April 6, the Harding baseball team will 
honor the legacy of former Head Coach Dick 
Johnson, a native of Memphis, Tennessee, by 
putting his name on the wall at Jerry Moore 
Field. 
Athletic Director and Head Men's Basketball 
Coach Jeff Morgan, spoke highly of the influence 
Johnson has had as an ambassador of Harding 
University. 
Johnson graduated from Harding College 
in 1959 and became the head baseball coach 
in 1969. During his time as the hea_d coach, 
the baseball team won 289 games. 
Under Johnson's leadership, Bison baseball 
won multiple titles, including the Arkansas 
Intercollegiate Conference (AIC) Championship 
in 1984 and the 1985 NAIA District 17 
"It is great to be able to honor Coach Johnson 
and his time as the baseball coach at Harding," 
Morgan said. "He has been a great ambassador 
for Harding and was a great influence on 
many young men that he was able to coach in 
his time at Harding University. We are very 
grateful for his time and service to Harding 
and our athletic department." 
For Johnson, coaching at Harding was 
more than just a job; it was the fulfillment of 
a life-long dream. 
"It was a dream that I had the nine years 
I was away [coaching in Georgia]," Johnson 
told the Bison in 1988. "I told the folks here 
that if they ever had an opening, I'd like to be 
considered. I knew before I came that I'd take 
it if they offered me a job." 
Championship. 
Later in his career, he was named AIC 
Coach of the Year and NAIA District 17 
Coach of the Year. 
Current Head Baseball Coach Patrick 
McGaha was personally recruited to play for 
Johnson during his final year as a coach before 
he retired in 1988. 
The baseball team will honor Johnson before 
tomorrow's game against Southwestern Oklahoma 
State University. The ceremony will begin at 
12:30 p.m. First pitch for the game is at 1 p.m. "To see the faith that coach and his wife 
(Left) Former Harding Baseball Head Coach Dick Johnson 
watches on during a game. (Right) Johnson instructs the 
team on how to hit during practice in the spring of 1988. He 
coached Harding for 19 years before he retired in 1988. 
Tennis triplets shine as Bisons 
ERIN FLOYD 
head copy editor 
For the last nine years, the Carpenter triplets have gone to practices, 
matches and tournaments together. Now, their journey has made its 
way to Harding, where the sisters each feature prominently on the 
Lady Bisons tennis roster. 
The three started playing tennis together at the age of 10. Graduating from 
an online school, Allison, Emily and Lindy played at the John Newcombe 
Tennis Ranch, a premiere tennis academy in New Braunfels, Texas. 
I am so glad that they chose Harding because 
they bring a lot to the table, not just on the 
tennis court, but In the classroom and Just In 
their work habits and all their skllls. 
- . 
Head Harding Tennis Coach 
Head Tennis Coach David Redding recalled that during the fall 
of their senior year of high school when they were visi~ing Harding, 
they told him they wanted to go to school together. 
"So right then and there I told them I would love to have all three 
of them, and they would really help our program and they made a 
verbal commitment," Redding said. "I was very, very pleased to be able 
to get all three of them at the same time. That is just unheard of. You 
hardly even see twins go to the same place and play the same sport. 
But with triplets, I just do not know where you would have triplets 
play at the same sport, the same school." 
The Carpenters said having all three together has made the 
transition to college much more enjoyable, both on and off the court. 
Lindy said having her sisters with her throughout this school year 
has been helpful. Off the court, she said it is nice for all three of them 
to experience freshman year together. 
"Especially in the beginning, we did not really know very many 
people," Lindy said. "So, you already had somebody that was also 
going through whatever you were, like being new here and everything. 
And then playing tennis, I guess because we have grown up doing it 
together, we know what it is like, especially if you are having a bad 
day and we can always be there for each other." 
The sisters agreed that even though they are all competing on the 
same team, it has never been about competition with one another, 
but more about helping each other practice and improve their game. 
Lindy said that while having her sisters on the team does not 
affect her play, she thinks it is fun just having them there. Emily 
added that as roommates and teammates, they always have someone 
to practice with. 
"On the weekend, ifl need to hit, I just ask them because they're 
right there," Emily said. "And then we sort.of know how we play, so 
we know if it is off, I can say, 'Hey, something is wrong with your 
shot.'Then I can ask for advice if they see something." 
Women's Tennis Student Assistant Coach Brandon Hogland said 
an advantage of having triplets on the team is that their play is very 
consistent with each other, so they always know what to expect from 
each of them during practices or matches. 
"They all play around the same level," Hogland said. "They always 
come to play and they always play around the same level, almost 
exactly the same because they are identical [triplets]." 
Redding said the team's dynamic has ~hanged, which can be partially 
accredited to the 'Carpenters and their presence on the team. 
"They are very smart so it changes the grade point average of the 
team for sure," Redding said. "They are all very disciplined players and 
they bring a very strong work ethic with them. I would say that the 
dynamic of the team has changed this year, and they are a part of that." 
Emily and Lindy, management majors, and Allison, an electronic 
media production major, have not only loved having each o.thet" as 
teammates and roommates, but classmates too. As incoming freshmen, 
college was intimidating, but with similar classes, the trio has been 
able to study together as well, according to Allison. 
Hogland and Redding agreed that the Carpenters are very solid 
on the court but still have room to grow. Redding added that they 
are very disciplined, and he is hoping to be able to push them out of 
their comfort zones in the coming seasons. 
"I am so glad that they chose Harding because they bring a lot to 
the table, not just on the tennis court, but in the classroom and just 
in their work habits and all their skills," Redding said. "They bring 
a lot to the table with them, and I think it makes us a better team." 
Photo by LOREN WILLIAMS 
Freshman tennis players Allison, Emily and Lindy Carpenter 
pose for a photo on April 3. The Carpenter triplets have played 
tennis together since they were 10 years old. 
. 
' . 
WILLALLEN 
student writer 
: -On theuxmingofFeb. 8,Harding Women's 
Tennis Graduate Assistant Brandon Hogland 
texted his father. 
"Good morning dad. Today is going to be 
a good day for me," Hogland said. "Mainly 
b~use 1 lcnow µtat I am alive and healthy I •. 
bUt·ilict~use I know I have a father who 
has surpassed all expectations and defied every 
doubter that said they couldn't do something." 
On Feb. 3, Wally Hogland, Brandon's father, 
suffered a massive heart attack while watching 
Harding's opening match in Plano, Texas. He 
w.1S rudied from the match to the hospitil where 
he was kept in a medically induced coma until 
Feb: 28, when according to Brandon, Wally 
passed away due to pneumonia complications. 
Wally was one of the Harding tennis teams' 
biggest supporters. He regularly attended 
matches and supported his son as a tennis 
player and continued his support even after 
Junior Rylie Cox returns the ball In a match against Ouachita 
Baptist University on March 3. The women's tennis team is ranked 
No. 4 · In the Central Region and No. 32 nationally. 
Brandon's playing career ended. 
For many years, Wally had struggled with 
numerous health issues including overcoming 
stage-four cancer and other strokes. 
As the team grieves the loss ofWally, they 
have continued to rally around Brandon. When 
Wally was alive, they dedicated their seasons 
in honor of him and since his death, they play 
in memory of him. 
'' Wally never stopped 
cheering for the Blsons ... 
We even got a banner that 
said 'Win One For Wally.' , , 
- Erin You'lg, 
. junior tennis player 
Head Men's and Women's Tennis Coach 
David Redding said he still sees Wally in his 
daily interactions with Brandon. 
"Wally has been very inspirational, and theres 
so much that I see in Brandon from a fighting 
spirit and a 'never say die' attitude," Redding 
said. "I see now where he got that from. He 
got that from his dad, and we're trying to instill 
that in the girls' and guys' teams." 
Junior tennis player Erin Young said the 
team kept Wally updated on the score when 
he was in the hospital. 
"Upon waking up, Wally never stopped 
cheering for the Bisons,"Young said. "After 
every match, we would always keep Wally 
updated on the score, and we even got a banner 
that said Won One For Wally'that we would 
hold up after winning a match." 
He remains an inspiration to Brandon as 
well. In his final text to his father, Brandon 
thanked his dad for leading him. 
"You know I wouldn't be able to reach my 
. goals growing up ifl didn't have someone to 
look to," Brandon said in the text. "You were 
always there for me." 
Brandon plans to graduate this May and has 
been accepted into the University of Arkansas' 
doctoral program. 
Men's soccer players join Little Rock club 
EMORY ROCKWELL 
student writer 
AI, the collegiate soccer season came to 
a close, three members of Harding's men's 
soccer team tried out to play for Arkansas's 
National Premier Soccer League (NPSL) 
team, the Little Rock Rangers. Seniors 
Matheus Ribeiro and Andre Cunha are 
returning for their second season on the 
semi-professional team, but the 2019 season 
will be senior Julio Martins' first. , 
-~ ~Ra.pare in tbcHearrland ~
of the South Region of the NPSL. After 
being South Regional finalist in 2018, the 
team now qualifies to play in the 2019 US 
()p<:n Cup. Ribeiro and Cunha still have one 
more soccer season at Harding. 
According to NCAA rules, they cannot 
practice with the Rangers during the spring 
soccer ~eason or they will not be eligible in 
the fall. They can join the team after spring 
practices end. Since Martins is graduating 
in May, he is eligible to practice with the 
Rangers now. 
"[I am most excited] to see ~t level of 
competition and make more connections with 
new guys and players [with the Rangers]," 
Martins said. "I am also excited about the 
new city. I have never lived in Little Rock 
before." 
Cunha and Ribeiro encouraged Martins 
to tryout for the Little Rock Rangers. All are 
originally from Brazil and have been playing 
soccer since ~hey were 5 or 6 years old. 
They noticed a few differences in soccer remember that some people did not have as 
in the United States, but Cuhna and Ribeiro much experience as I did. I think my personal 
are looking forward to another season with , character has· improved because of it." 
the Rangers to improve their skills for their The Little Rock Ranger's preseason begins 
last season on the Bisons' team. April 7 and the official season starts May 5 
"In Brazil, we focus more on the technical and can go into August, depending on how 
part [ of soccer] than physical characteristics," well the team does. Home games are played 
Cunha said "So, for us, that was a big difference at War Memorial.1he Heartland ConfereQ.Ce 
[when we first came to Harding]." includes teams from Arkansas, Kansas and 
Ribeiro believes being on the men's Missouri, but for preseason, the Rangers will 
soccer team has taught him more life skills play teams from Nebraska, Texas and Florida. 
than anything. r!.i," According to littleockrangers.com, the 
"I am always trying to challenge myself ,~ l?al of the club is to provide local soccer 
[in soccer]," Ribeiro said. "I think coming to club scholarships to underprivileged students 
America, I improved more on how I handle through extra revenue from ticket sales and 
different ersonalities on the team. I had to donations. 
Photo courtesy of ANDRE CUNHA 
Senior forward Matheus Ribeiro, senior midfielder Julio Martins and senior 
midfielder Andte Cuhna walk off the pitch on March 29 at the Stevens Soccer 
Complex. All three joined ~ Little Rock Rangers this spring. 
PersOnality 
l1aking 
talents to 
intraniurals 
•Players Onlf is a special column written 
hy Harding athletes. In this week's issue: Lady 
Bisom senior middle blocker Zoe Hardin discusses 
getting to play intramural sports at Harding 
now that her volleyball career is complete. 
When the spring semester came around, 
the other seniors and myself had to figure out 
a new normal. A life full of volleyball was all 
we had ever known, and suddenly it was gone. 
Trying to fill the void of our careers ending, 
we decided to take our talents to the intramural 
court. Some might call this cheating; we call 
it being resourceful. People would ask us "are 
y'all even students here?" "Is it legal for y'all 
to have a team?" And the answer to all of 
these questions was obviously "yes." 
We began our intramural careers with 
a game we know pretty well, which was 
volleyball. After playing the majority of our 
games with only four people due to scheduling 
conflicts, we came out on top and added 
another championship to our resumes. 1his 
experience was entertaining for us because we 
got to play all positions, rather than sticking 
to the one we had played our whole careers. 
The games weren't quite as competitive or 
fast-paced as we were used to playing, but 
it was fun to play next to my fellow seniors 
once more. 
Once volleyball season ended, we took our 
raw athleticism onto the hardwood for some 
basketball. Out of the six seniors who were on 
the team, four of us had played basketball in 
high school, while the other two didn't know 
what shape a basketball was.1his sport was a 
change in pace for us, considering a volleyball 
court is only 60 by 30 feet, and a basketball 
court is obviously bigger than that. 
Our lungs struggled to make it up and down 
the court for 40' minutes, but we managed 
to distract our pain with how much fun we 
were having. 
The skills set of our team ranged from 
draining three pointers, to setting the rebound 
instead of grabbing it with two hands. Since 
we aren't used to playing a contact sport, our 
competitiveness and protectiveness of one 
another naturally came out during games. 
Some teams loved playing us, some teams 
didn't and other forfeited. We added another 
trophy to our intramural collection by clinching 
the basketball championship, and we can now 
happily retire from our intramural careers. 
Playing intramural sports was a really 
enjoyable experience for us, because it allowed 
us to still do what we love while playing 
next to our teammates of the past four years. 
Figuring out life without volleyball is still a 
work in progress, but I am thankful to have 
the ,other seniors beside me to adjust to this 
new season of life with. 
JV Long Aldan Nichols Luke Whitaker Amanda Kearney Keneth Chelelgo 
Types 
Edition basketball softball baseball basketball track 
What is your Enneagram 
type? 
To which Hogwarts House 
do you belong? 
What is your spirit dog? 
What cereal best describes 
your personality? 
I 
4:The 
Individualist 
Ravenclaw 
Alaskan 
Malamute 
Trix 
2: The Helper 
Ravenclaw 
A Lab 
, Lucky Charms 
. 
I don't know 3: The Achiever 6: The Loyal 
what that is. Skeptic 
' 
I don.'t watch 
"The Wizard of Gryffindor Ravenclaw 
Oz." 
Clifford the Big Golden , Greyhound Red Dog Retriever 
' 
Fruit Loops Wheaties Corn -Flakes 
" 
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. 
SERVICE 
THE MAPLE 
HOUSE 
Many ministries are working to 
impact communities in White 
County, and you can help. 
1be MapJc House is a oommunitycmm: 
that provides a safe, local environment 
for kids to play games, worship and rec:em 
after-school tutoring. Volunteers can eerw u 
• tutors, friends and mentors. Volunteers are also 
CONTACT 
Rock Mentoring: 
Carlee Freeman 
cfreemanS@harding. 
Lamp Light Ministry: 
Elissa Tetrault 
etetrault@harding.edu 
Tatum Watson 
twatson3@harding.edu 
invited to participate in the ministry's Bible studies 
on Wednesday at 6 p.m. Students interested in 
volunteering can tutor on Tuesday or Wc:dnesday 
from 3 - 5 p.m., or help prepare a meal 
before the Wednesday devotional. 
CONTACT 
maplehousecommunity 
@gmail.com 
ROCK 
MENTORING 
SPARROW'S 
PROMISE 
Previously Searcy Children's Homes, 
Inc., Sparrow's Promise is a foster care 
agency that recruits and trains foster &milics. 
Their mission is to provide care, love and support. 
to children and their foster families, as well as to 
partner with biological families as they try to reunite 
with their chikhcn. The orgaruzation scrws around 
100 children in White County. Students can 
participate by assisting with childcare 
during foster parent trainings, or by 
volunteering at the organization's 
new facility during supervised 
visitations. 
CONDCT 
dllM r C t;i eu.rec,oag 
VISit the Sharing Shoppe, 
a thrift store on West Arch 
St., to directly benefit families 
served by Sparrow's Promise with 
your purchase. 
CONTACT 
Brandon Tittle 
bctittlc@harding.edu 
The photos above highlight the activities and locations of various ministries working to serve White County communities. Harding students interested In 
mentoring, tutoring, advocacy and other service can contact Christians in Action (CIA), the Maple House, Rock Mentoring, Lamp Ught Ministry, the Child 
Safety Center of White County, Sparrow's Promise and Bison Buddies at Sydney Deener Elementary for more information about volunteer opportunities. 
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Photo by EMILY GRIFFIN 
Plants sit by a window In students' Legacy Park apartment on April 3. Students have started growing houseplants and herbs from their dorm rooms. 
CASSIDY WARD 
student writer 
Flowers are blooming, trees are coming back to life, 
the sun is coming out from hiding and some students 
are growing tiny gardens in their dorm room. Life is 
blooming again. Plants bring happiness to students in 
their home away from home. 
Psychology Today published a study that proved 
the benefits of growing plants indoors, which include 
improved concentration, better air quality and less anxiety. 
"Scientific 'CSCaI'Ch tells us that green leafy plants help 
boost our mood," the wd ·1ite said. "If there are nearby 
plants, we also seem to get along better with others. The 
presence of green leafy plants has also been linked to 
enhanced creative thinking." 
I've learned a lot about delayed 
gratification and patience. I 
want ~he plants to grow so fast 
because I'm excited to see 
[them] sprout. 
junior 
Junior Julia Hensley calls her room "The Greenhouse" 
because she has over 15 different kinds of plants including 
golden pothos, a snake plant, an elephant ear, rosemary, 
basil, mint and others. Hensley uys the greenery adds a 
liveliness to the room and brings happiness to her and 
her roommate. 
"I can still remember my first plant was a small pothos 
plant which I still have today as a junior. It is probably 
four times the size it was my freshman year," Hensley 
said. "That one is special to me because· as I have grown 
in college, it has too." 
Hensley said growing plants and learning to take care 
of them has taught her some life lessons. 
"Growing plants has taught me many things, from 
responsibility to just expanding my knowledge about 
different kinds of plants and the different care they 
require," Hensley said. "It is easy to get in the routine 
of school and work, but adding something that I love 
to do, like care for plants, in my routine is refreshing 
and gives me joy." 
Freshmen Hannah Wright and her roommate, Kara 
Sencer, have a total of 45 plants together, including 
succulents and houseplants. They hoJ><: to start growing 
herbs and a lemon tree plant soon. Wright was inspired 
to grow plants in her dorm room after h ing with her 
grandmother who had a sunroom, which provided the 
opportunity to grow plants. Wright came to college with 
all of her plants from back home. 
"I want more plants, but we do not really have the 
space for them," Wright said. "I'll continue doing this 
when I graduate. I'll probably start my own herb garden 
and vegetable garden outside." 
Juniors Jackson Acuff and Royce Daye decided to 
start growing cilantro and peppers to use for cooking. 
"I wanted to grow these plants because I enjoy 
gardening and it's also cheaper than buying it in a store," 
Acuff said. "You're starting a life, and it's fun to see it 
grow and sprout up." 
Daye was inspired to start a tiny garden in his room 
after he saw his mother's success at gardening back home. 
"My mom inspired me to garden because she has a . 
really green thumb, "Daye said "I have learned a lot about 
delayed gratification and patience. I want the plants to 
grow so fast because I'm excited to see [them] sprout. But · 
I have to wait, and it will be worth it in the long run." 
Owning houseplants has become more and more 
trendy over the past few years, and Harding students 
have embraced the trend and experienced the benefits 
that come with nurturing a plant. 
Plant 
• 
• 
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Cut~ing the costs of spring forJDals 
EMORY ROCKWELL 
student writer 
Formals are typically the most well- attended yearly 
event any club hosts. Many people even try to go to as 
many different club formals as possible before graduation. 
However, this can be a financial issue. 
Because formals are so anticipated, most members have 
high expectations of the activities and the location. These 
factors make formals more expensive than any other function. 
To attend with a date, formals can range from $20 to $70. 
Sophomore Reece Goudeau, a member of men's social 
club Beta Omega Chi, has a couple of ideas on how to 
make formals less expensive. 
"One way to cut cost when planning formals is to have 
more local venues hosting formal," Goudeau said. "You 
could also do something different than a shirt like a hat 
or a mug." 
Senior Jackson Eldridge, a member of men's social club 
Omega Phi, Eldridge has attended eight formals and is in 
the process of planning his club's formal for a second time. 
"Instead of trying to figure out total cost of individual 
expenses, I try to come up with a good estimation of how 
J 
., 
many couple are going to attend and then figure everything 
as a unit cost per couple," Eldridge said. 
Both Eldridge and Goudeau have found either a bowtie 
or tie to wear for formals by asking members of their club. 
This has saved them money because it prevented them 
from having to buy new while still matching their dates. 
For women, there are more expenses like buying or 
renting a dress and even paying for someone to do hair 
and make-up. 
In 2015, a Facebook group called "Harding University 
Formal Dress Exchange"was created. This allows women 
on campus to post a picture of a formal dress and rent it 
to another girl, creating an inexpensive way to get a "new 
dress" for formal. 
As a moderator on this page, senior Emily Hook believes 
the page is very beneficial to campus. 
"I have seen these exchanges bring people together, "Hook 
said. "Girls go 'dorm to dorm trying on many dresses to find 
the perfect one, in turn meeting girls they may have never 
had an opportunity to. This process helps the renter build 
trust with those who are receiving their dress, as well as 
letting the recipient learn to care for another's possession." 
